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SUMMARY 

1. Wood is one of the world's principal natural resources, one that is renewable 

and one which nearly all countries possess or have the capacity to create. The 

products of wood enter widely into the economy at every stage of development, and 

the industries which use wood form an important part of the manufacturing sector 

of most of the more advanced economies. In I96I the wood-using industries 

accounted for 6.2 per cent of the total value added and 8.6 per cent of the 

numbers engaged in all industrial activity in the world. 

2. The paper describes some of the characteristics of the primary forest 

industries - sawmilling, pulp and paper and wood-based panels, (plywood, fiberboard 

and particle board). Â brief note on miscellaneous and secondary forest industries 

is included as a separate annex. The paper goes on to outline trends and 

developments in wood consumption and production in the recent past. In 1961, 

about one half of all roundwood produced in the world was still consumed 

directly as fuelwood, and a further one tenth was consumed in its round form as 

pit props, poles piling and posts. The remaining roundwood was processed 

further: two thirds was used by the sawmilling industry, one quarter by the 

pulp and paper industry and about one tenth by the wood-based panel industries. 

3. By 19T5, according to the estimates given, world requirements of wood for 

industrial purposes are likely to rise by more than kQ per cent. A growing share 

of industrial wood will be required for pulp products and wood-based panels, 

consumption of which is expected to rise by 110 per cent and 150 per cent, 

respectively, over the period (Table 6). About ?0 per cent of the extra industri«! 

wood is likely to be needed in the presently advanced, high-use countries. 

In most of these countries over-all industrial wood use is, in fact, rising at 

a faster rate than it did in the first half of this century. In sos» of the 

leading wood-consuming regions, domestic wood supply is no longer keeping pace 

with this expanding and changing demand, either in terms of quantities or types 

of wood, »tore research is required to introduce species not utilised until now 

and for a fuller use of forest resources in general. Plantations of fast-growing 

species have been and could be further established to augment raw material 

supplies. 

A.. 
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h.      The paper continues with estimates to show the order of magnitude of capital 

investment likely to be required for expanding the production capacity of forent 

industries to meet rapidly growing demand during the period 1961-75•    Of this 

additional capital - estimated at around $USVf,000 million - about $US39,O0O million 

would be required for the establishment of new forest industries; about 

$US3,000 million for the harvesting of wood raw material lor these industries, and 

the balance of around $US5,000 million for additional investment in forest 

management bated or forestry development plans. 

5. Of the investment anticipated for forest industries, the pulp and paper 

industry represents some $US33,600 Billion, or 66 per cent of the over-all total, 

and wood-based panels about $US3,200 million.    Of these amounts, it has been 

tentatively estimated that around 25 per cent in the case of pulp and paper, and 

about 16 per cent in the case of wood-based panels, would be required for the 

developing countries. 

6. The paper then discusses sosie of the issues and son» of the needs which emerge. 

It points out the importance ard bea /y dependence of forest industries on progress 

in creating certain basic infra-structural facilities:    power, water, road and rail 

communications and port facilities; on the need for careful planning and for moves 

towards economic integration, and the way in which these can help to bring new 

forest industries into existence - industries which will often rep -esent the first 

major financial return on the infra-structural investment undertaken. 

7«     The need is argued for a specially close and intimate relationship between 

those authorities responsible for the forests (usually the forest Service, a 

Department of tbs Ministry of Agriculture) and those responsible for planning and 

encouraging industrial development.    If foresters, forest utilization officers, 

industrial economists and development planners are to reach a mutual understanding 

of each other* s problems and to explore creatively the development opportunities 

that li« in the forests, working contacts must be multiplied at all levels.   These, 

as the paper further points out, are the considerations which have led some 

countries, in which forest industries already ploy, or are clearly dettlned to pia/, 

a key role, to concentrate responsibility for forestry and forest industries in the 

Department or Ministry. 

A- 
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8. Forests have a great potential as a source of human welfare, and 

industrialization based on the forest can both contribute to and protrate the general 

economic development process.    But if the forest is to fulfil its role, there must 

be exact knowledge of the resource, the forest must be brought under proper 

management, working plans must be devised and extraction schemes worked out.    Only 

thus can »he resource base of industry be made secure. 

9. The technical and economic conditions for establishing new forest industries 

in the developing countries are maturing fast.    In the course of the coming years, 

many new areas of forests are inevitably going to be brought into use.    The choice 

is between mobilization in the public interest taped on sound planning and with 

adequate safeguards and with the Tonêt Services taking an active part and being 

built up in the process, and mobilisation taking place in an uncontrolled and 

haphazard way while weak forest Services stand by helpless. 

la    It is in making this choice that the responsibility of government le engaged. 

This is not a question which concerns a forest Department alone; it concerns 

Ministries of Agriculture, Economy, Industry and Trad«; Planning Departments and 

Development Agencies; Finance Ministries and Budget Bureaux.   Only concerted action 

on the part of all Departments can ensure that foreat industries play their part in 

the attack on economic under-development and that the immense contribution which 

forests, rightly used, can make to the development process it fully realised. 

Introduction 

U.   Wood is one of the world's principal natural resources, one that le renewable 

and one which nearly all countries possess or have the capacity to create.   The 

products of wood enter widely into the economy at every stage of de ve lope» nt, and 

the Industries which use wood form an important part of the manufacturing sector 

of most of the acre advanced économies.    In I96I the wood-using industries accounted 

for 6.2 per cent of the total value added and S.©* per cent of the numbers ^"rr^ 

in all industrial activity in the vorld.^ 

y    UM ted Nations, 1965.    The Growth of World Industry, I958-196I:    International 
Analyses and Tables. 
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12.    Forest products enter into world trade at all stages - as primary, 

semi-processed, processed, and manufactured products.    There are few countries 

which are not either dependent on imports for at least some part of the supplies of 
forest products that they consume, or upon export markets as outlets for an 

appreciable part of their production.    Many countries are both importers and 
exporters of forest products. 

I?.    The purpose of the present report, which is concerned mainly with the primary 

forest industries - sawmilling, pulp and paper, and wood-based panels (plywood, 
fib reboard and partici« board) - and resulting products, is to summarize and 
highlight: 

1. BOM characteristics of the major forest industries; 

2. trends and developments in the consumption and production of wood 
products in the recent past, 

3«     demand projections to 1973; 

k.     the future supply pattern; 

5. estimated investment requirements in forestry and forest industries 

to 19T5! 
6. sons Issues and some needs which emerge. 

A not« on miscellaneous and secondary forest Industries is included separately 
as an annex at the end of the report. 

2/ 
Sources.-'    The main sourceo fro« which the Information and data given have 

been derived are: 

(1) "Wood:    World Trends and Prospects"^ 

(2) "the Rol« of for«st Industries in the Attack on Economic Underdevelopment". 

lfc.   Sine« 1950 MO1« forestry and forest Products Division in collaboration with 
to« United nation« regional economic commissions has been engaged in a series of 

2/     for full details see under "References" given at the end of the report. 

1/     no> VP****»«* Vol. 20 (1-2), numbers 80-ÔI, 1966. 

A. 
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regional timber trends studies^ which compiled information on a country-to- 

country basis into sub-regional and regional analyses oí the trend in production, 

consumption and trade of wood-based products, projections of future requirements 

and resource appraisals, as well as an examination of the adequacy of forestry and 

forest industry policy and plans to provide for the changing situation. These 

culminated in the special review "Wood: World Trends and Prospects" which was 

submitted, as the major contribution of FAO, to the Sixth World Forestry Congreus 

in Madrid in June I966. 

I. SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MAJOR FOREST INDUSTRIES 

15. A general idea of the relative importance of the major primary forest 

industries can be obtained from table 1. Some characteristics of the five main 

groups are compared in table 2. 

16. The pulp and paper industry is a good deal more capital intensive than the 

otter forest industries shown in table 1, and it yields the highest gross product 

per unit of raw material. Since both pulp and paper and board products (apart 

from plywood) operate mainly on small-dimensioned woods, do not mke use of high 

value timbers and are in fact utilizing to an increasing extent wood residues, both 

from other forest industries and from forest operations, their lead over sawmilling 

in terms of value added per unit of raw material is even more pronounced than is 

shown in the table. 

1?. These aggregates and averages, however, conceal great differences in the scale 

of operations (and factor requirements) within each main group, as will be seen 

when some of the principal features of each Industry group are discussed in turn. 

First, however, it should be noted that there are a number of minor primary forest 

industries omitted from these tables: other industries concerned with wood 

kj     European Timber Trends and Prospects, 1955 (with ECE)i 
Timber Trends and Prospects in the Asia Pacific Region, 19&1 (with ECAFE)} 
Timber Trends and Prospects in Latin America, 19$5 (wltn ECLA); 
Timber Trends and Prospects in Africa, 1#5 (with EGA); 
European Timber Trends and Prospects: A New Appraisal, 1950-75 (with FCE), 

1961*. 
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Table 1 

World's primary forest Industries,  I96I: 
of economic importance 

CompariKon 

Industry 
Wood raw material 

equivalent of 
output 

Gross value 
of output Investment Labour  torci: 

1 Million   Percent-   Million Percent- 
! cubic 
1 metres; 

t.ge        1    U.S.        age 
él J dollars 

Million Percent-! Miliion'Porcerit. 
U.S.        age      j '     afte 

dollars 1 

Sawmilling 588 

Paper and        \ 
paperboard   , 21¿ 

Wood-based 
panels 53 

Plywood  ; (39 
( Fibreboard > 

and   ' ) 
particle. ) 
board  ! )lk 

69       ! 13,700     í+6.9     ¡   8,500     17.2 

2k        ¡12,900      kk.2        38,300      ll.h 

3.Í? 

7      ; 2,600      8.9 
[5      I (2,000     (6.8 

2,700      Î5.U 

60. t> 

1.6 i 30. r» 

0.5    .    9.5 

(l,800 

!( 

600     )2.1     , >    900 

Total 853 100 

3.6       {o.k   ¡ (7.6 
, ( 
:   ( 

( 

1.8      ;    jo.l    ;   |l.9 

29,200      100      1*9,500      100 5.3 100 

Source'.    FAO. 

Note:    Owing to the non-wood fibrous raw materials included in the wood 
equivalent and to the utilization of residues from sawmill and plywood 
industries, the use of roundwood is smaller than the v ri raw material 
equivalent of the total output. 

y   Converted fro« average product volumes for 1960-I962. 

/... 

1 

1 
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Table 2 

World's primary forest industries, 1964;    Selected 
evaluation criteria 

Industry 

Gross value 
of output 
per unit 
of raw 
material 

U.S. 
dollars 
per cubic 
metre (r) 

Investment 
per unit 
of raw 
material 

Rate of 
j capital turn- 
! over:    gross 
| value of out- 
I put per 
investment a/ 

U.S. 
dollars 
per cubic 
metre (r) 
per year 

Investment 
per unit 
of labour 
force 

Qnployment 
per unit 
of raw 
material 

thousand 
U.S. 
dollars 
per 
person 

! Persons per 
j 1,000 wP (r) 
; per year 

Savmilling 

Pulp and paper 

Plywood 

flbreboard 

Particle board 

50 
60 

30 

45 

18 

a/ l4o 

25 

a/ 35 

a/   35 

1.7 

1.8 

0.9 

1.3 

4 

35 
4 

18 
14 

5 
4 

1 
2 

2.5 

FA0. Source: 

Note:   The data do not refer to the forestry and logging operations which are 
important, for instance, in employment. 

•/   Based on three eight-hour shifts per day. 

transformation, such as charcoal, wood-wool manufacture and wood distillation; and 

industries concerned with the extraction and refining of tanning materials, resins, 

lac, oils, and the like.    Thus, total employment in the primary wood-transformirj 

Industries reaches close on 6 million, while about the same number are engaged in 

the secondary forest industries - furniture, container, box, match and other 

woodworking, and various paper-converting industries. 

/... 
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Sawmilling Pa ¿e 11 

lo.    In the sawmilling industry, the size of establishment varies fr a small Dills 

(often nobile) in the forest, producing a few cubic metres a day for 1 cal needs,  to 

highly mechanized mills with an annual capacity of several hundrei thousand cubic 

metres, producing for export or serving large consumption centres.    All have their 

place; optimum size and location can be determined only in the context of raw 

material supply, markets served, and cotaaunications between the two.    Cocjauni cat ions 

bulk largely in determining location, given the high incidence of transport costs on 

the raw material delivered mill and the finished product delivered t    the market. 

Value added in processing is small, and economies of scale in tht mill installation 

not of decisive importance,    typically the cost of logs delivered mill represents 

50 to TO per cent of mill production costs.   Because of this, and because of the 

need to carry an adequate stock of loga to assure continuous operation ami of 

processed sawawood to sect customers* requirements, working capital needs are heavy, 

often amounting to as much as find investment. 

19. Labour needs vary within very wide limits, depending on the type of material 

•ana, the degree of mechanisation and on efficiency of operation,    fo produce 

1 cubic metre of sawn softwood in a sdii of 10-15,000 cubic metres of annual 

capacity in a less developed European country requires 10 to lU man-hours; in a 

larger «ill of 20-35,000 cubic metres of annual capacity, only ? to 10 man-hours are 

needed.   The more homogeneous the log intake, the greater the possibilities of 

mechaniistion and labour saving.   Hence, labour productivity (as measured by output 

per man-hour or man-year) is normally auch higher in sawn softwood mills than in 

mills saving hardwood.    In predominantly coniferous forest areas - North America, 

USSR and northern Europe - softwoods comprise 05 to 95 per cent of the raw material 

for sawmilling as compared with 10 to Uo per cent in Asia, Latin America and Africa. 

20. A large proportion of tht raw material entering the sawmill, about 3G to ko per 

cent for the world as a «hole, emerges frost the process in the fora of slabs, 

edgings and sawdust.    This material, at one time vested, today can be almost all 

turned to industrial account if there are appropriate forest Industries in the 

vicinity to use it.   The slabs and edgings can be chipped for pulp or board 

manufacture   and even the sawdust and shavings fro» planing mills can be utilized in 

other wood-processing industries.    The possibility of utilizing saw-aill residues 

has already considerably modified the economics of wood-based industries in the 

developed areas of the world and has in many cases encouraged the integration of 

forest industries.    In wood-deficit countries, it has contributed to a considerable 

broadening of the wood raw material basis. /••• 
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. i.     :^wr.llllm i¿ usually  tr¡e  firs*   iores*   industry t0  te  established.     It  loes 

r.o"   r«uírt   a r.ifjh degree of  technical nkill on the rar+   if its  labour  f^rce,   but 

only or   t h" par*   01 a  few Key technicians.     It is much more flexible in locatif, 

ir. tire oí plant,  and in finished product  than any oí  the other primary forest 

Industrien.     Tf export demand is good,  the industry can concentrate on high- 

duality production of lumber to dimensions required by the overseas awrket,  using 

r.ub-stardnrd production resawr, ¿W trie l->cal market.    Should export demand cease 

or rehire  Jiifercn    specifications,  the industry can quickly adapt itself  to the 
change-! requirements, 

Fulp and paper 
•"TTT"!" r        •   Trillili   llllfcw I—Bill 

.    Ceeoní oí the primary industries In terms of raw material requirements And 

lue of output, lut far and away the large** ir> terms of capital invested, the 

ilp and paper industry ha» grown rapidly in recent years,    üds industry is much 

acre heavily concentrated than the sawnilling industry, «ainly because, although 

wood costs represent the aain it« in total production costs and a cheap wood 

rupply is essential, other process materials and production factors aceune 

considerable importance.    The pattern of production costs varies considerably vith 

•lie process used, the size of plant, the location,  and according to uhether the 

process is integrated (pulp and paper} or not.    Sen« of the Min characteristics 

Hre deducible from table 3,  though there is considerable variation between 

geographical areas and individual mills. 

23.    While wood costs still represent a third to a half of total production costs, 

it will be observed that, firstly, capital charges are highi secondly, process 

chemicals assume a considerable inportince, especially for bleached grades; 

thirdly, power, steam and water represent a very important element; and fourthly, 
labour costs are relatively small. 

2k.    Obviously wood costs have an important, though not as in sawnilling a 

dominant, influence on total costs.    The wood costs shown in table 3 are for wood 

delivered mill,    labour represents the major element in this cost and thus, while 

the mill operation itself is not labour-intensive, the associated forest extraction 

operations are.    Investment needs for this industry are certainly heavy.    Typical 

requirements (fixed investment in the mill only, excluding working capital and any 

A- 
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neceseary ini m-structurai investment)   ¡ T DeJiun-ci. e   .ilic   -î   i *^  • r :. •>. ••   :. 

capacity (or  50,000 tori«; per year)  in a developing country  nin.-/-   • r - -    , .a    -Hii.^ 

to over &JS20 million,   spendine on loc-ition,  pr>e*-r: and ¡u-«hct;^. ;:'\-v.:,u 

25. More than half toi-, invee'není   consists   A equi prient,  er.-ii.ecri^ ,   í\.er,  etc., 

ijorssally requiring   lorcijr, e>xchan«?e  outliy  in a -le v^l^pinfc country.     -. n  Mie   ¡tinr 

hand,  pay-out  tin«  (total invet + mcnt   divided by annual gnr,:  output)   U u>t   »..   ;.- 

ranging frota 18 months to *• years. 

26. However,  there ar« a number of  indivisibilities in trie techr. ilOiüc^L rr,a;;r 

which mate for sizable economi«* of scale.    These are particularly pronounced t^ 

newsprint and for kraft pulp and paper.    A general Indication  A the variation ui 

capital costs with slïe of eill for soce typical mili- is afforded by table h. 

Clearly, given the high impact of capital chargea on production coste, a small mill 

must en,1ay compensating advantages if it is to e capete successfully with a larper 

rival. 

£*?.    Power requirements are also high,  normally ranging f;jr 5"? O to y)Q kilowatt- 

hours per ton of bleached sulfate pulp t3 1,700 to P,0CO kliovatt-houn; per ton of 

newsprint.    Hie freshwater requirements in pulp and paper manufacture  are high, 

especially for bleached grades of chesilc^l pulp and certain bpeciai i^pers.    An 

integrated paper mill with a daily output   A 100 *ons concurs3 about 4o,000 cubic 

metres of water, which equals the needs of a mortern city of SOB« 150,000 inhabitants, 

26.    for the production of chemical pulp considerable quantities of chetaicals are 

required, both for cooking and bleaching:    for every 1,000 tons of bleael^d pulp 

produced, 200 to 5-00 tons of -.-hemieals are consumed.    Wwrt chemical pulp 

operations are concerned, this -hows the importance  of convenient access to bacie 

materials,  such as saltease,  salt and limestone. 

29.    Bringing large quantities of raw materials to the- mill, and  shipping the 

finished product, entails a considerable transport problem.    Thus,  not only is good 

transport organization necessary:    heavy expenditure may be required on transport 

facilities such as roads, mil, harbours and trucke. 
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ze of culo and caper mills on fixed investment 

Daily capacity, metric tons 

25 50 100 200 

Bleached rhf Irai pulp 

Uafeleached paper 
Bleached paper 

fisr isn/tex 

235 
325 

1T5 
2fc0 

135 
190 

105 
150 

300 
590 

230 
295 

l8o 
235 

lfcO 
185 

:   UH/TAO.    Report on Pulp and Paper Prospects in Asia and the 
Far Sett» 1962. 

30.   Hie major part, around 80 per cent, of the world's pulp and paper is still 

made fra traditional coniferous species.   Pulp from many hardwoods, however, can 

be used economically in paper furnishes and the proportion of hardwood pulp so 

utilised is increasing.   There are processes also suited to a wide variety of 

noa-wood »ateríais, including bamboo, esparto and other grasses, cereal straw and 

hegasss (sugarcane waste), though "other pulps" based on these materials account 

fior no »ore then 6 to 7 per cent of total world production of pulp for paper and 

51«   Though quantitativ« requirements for pulp end paper manufacture are modest, 

a fairly high proportion, ranging from 35 to k$ per cent, needs to be skilled. 

52«   9m question of the feasibility of small-scale pulp and paper production 
hee been the subject of auch discussion in recent years.   The trend in the world 

is toward increasingly large production units in order to take maximum advantage 

of the considerable economies of scale.   It is, however, necessary to distinguish 

between different types of mills and products, and there is no hard-and-faet rule 
that can be applied to all situations.   Small scale units may be Justified in some 

in the developing countries serving as a starting nucleus for developing local 

A.. 
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markets and skills.    Large-scale units, which cannot be supported by local markets, 

should be considered on a regional basis. 

Wood-based tanels (plvwood.  fitreboard and particle board) 

33.     Plywood.    Ine most important factor in the location of plywood mills is 

the availability of large-diameter logs of good form, whether indigenous or 

imported, suitable for peeling or slicing.    Much of the Industry which has been 

built up in Europe and Japan has been based on imported tropical hardwoods. 

With veneer-size logs becoming progressively scarcer, technical progress in the 

industry has concentrated on making use of smaller diameter logs and lower 

quality material, for example, by cutting out defects, and reducing core siae. 

The transformation coefficient in plywood manufacture is fairly low, losses on 

conversion amounting to 50 to TO per cent (1*0 to 60 per cent on veneer manufacture). 

Frequently ill or part of these residues will be used as fuel for stesa and power 

needed in the plant for hot presses, dryers, etc.    But, if a commercial outlet is 

available for them, this can have a decisive influence on the economics of 

operation.    Blockboard manufacture is largely a branch of the plywood industry. 

There is also a notable trend to integrate the plywood and particle board industries, 

not only because the latter use the residues of the former, but also because much 

particle board is veneer-faced and because both industries serve the same consuming 

sectors, construction and furniture. 

3**.    The cost of wood raw material represents 50 to 50 per cent of total 

manufacturing costs, the other important process material being adhesives 

(synthetic resins, casein, blood albumen, soybean, etc.) of which about 25 to 

35 kilogrammes (or approximately 2 to 3 per cent by weight of finished product) 

are required per cubic metre of plywood.    With the growing importance of moisture- 

resistant and waterproof plywood, the consumption of urea and phenol resins has 

increased rapidly. 

Investment costs, though higher than for sawmilling, are much lover than for 

pulp and paper manufacture - about $US100 to $200 per cubic metre of annual 

capacity.    Scale economies are less pronounced than for pulp and paper; they 

relate mainly to power and presses, and only mills operating on large quantities of 

uniform material (for example, Douglas fir) and manufacturing standard grades can 

fruitfully introduce much mechanical handling and some automation control. 
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35. Labour needs per cubic metre of output vary substantially, Jcpondlrif- upv-n tht 

degree of mechanization, log sizes, average thickness of v^ne?r, need for pafvhiry;, 

and so on. In less developed countries, more than lOr aan-hours per cubic ttetrc, 

œay be used if circumstances imply heavy reliance on manval handling, The 

proportion of skilled labour needed may range fro» 20 to 35 per cent. 

36. What has been said under sawmilling concerning the opportunities in 

developing countries for carrying out further processing before export applies al 

to plywood manufacture. It is perhaps useful to note a recent trend toward 

establishing ncn-integrated veneer plants, making green or drier veneer, to feed 

local or overseas plywood plants equipped simply with a press or drier and press. 

Such veneer mills require less investment, and can operate on a limited supply 

of vender logs. Shipment of veneers saves weight and space compared with shipping 

logs. 

3T.    Blockboard, lmminated board, etc., are included in the broad category of 

plywood, and output of these products has Increased parallel with the production 

of particle board.    Blockboard can be manufactured almost manually, with but 
limited equipment.    It is of considerable interest to many developing countries 

since it can not only replace imports, but also offers an outlet for thinnings 

and small-diameter logs for coniferous plantations as well as for sawmill 

residues. 
38. Pibrcboard. This industry has many affinities with the pulp and paper 

industry. Tfoe problem« of wood supply are similar, as is the stage of pulp 

preparation, if the traditional wet process is employed. Process chemicals are 

not normally required, and the sizing materials and additives which impart 

particular qualities to the finished product de not represent an important element 

in total costs. Wood costs may account for 20 to kO per cent of the total, 

depending on the sise of miU (though they may fall to 10 per cent if cheap 

residues are available), while fi*sd charges (mainly depreciation and interest 

on working capital) say account for 20 to 30 par cent, again depending on sise 

of mill. Tim,  as with pulp and paper, scale economies are significant. Fined 

investment per daily ton may range from $*B90,000 to $100.CXX) for a mill of 

6,000 tons annual capacity, down to around $30,000 for a mill of 50,000 tons 

annual capacity. 
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59.   An adequate supply of fresh water is required; water nndi are similar to 

those for newsprint production.   Power requirement«, at jOO to 800 kilowatt-hours 

per ton of product, are less than for newsprint but «ope than for chemical pulp. 

Labour need» (in the alU) are modest, ranging fro» twelve to forty aan-houre 
per ton.   Fibreboard production can be baaed on a vida variety of coniferoua and 
broad leaved species, including suitably blended mixtures, and is eminently suitable 

for utili ling residue« (including «van bark ani aavdust) froa other forest 

industries,   there le a growing trend toward the uta of unbarked wood. 
bO.   the dry process^ for the manufacture of hardboard in a rather new 

development of interest sine« there is no need for Urge supplies of freah water. 

»esina, however, are needed for bonding purpoaee. 

**•   BÊSUSàSJbËËSà*   *&*• Industry is essentially a postwar development.   Like 
fibreboard, particle board can aake UM of a vide variety of epecies, coniferous 

and broadleavmd, a« weU aa flax, bagasse, and weed residue«; indeed, this 
industry was developed in the first instance to sake use of wood residua«. 

kz.   invest»«** in a partid« board plant of intermediate «it« represent« roughly 

half that in a fibreboard *iU of comparable tonnage,   though there are economies 

of semi«, relatively small Ulis may be economic, particularly if operating on 

locally available residues or serving a captive market.    Investment oast rang«« 

froa about $US12,000 to $50,000 per ton per day, depending on the pro«««« used 

and henee on the type of board produced. 
«O.   there are fewer restriction« on location than in the ems« of fibreboard. 

Hater needs are minimal.   Power requirements, too, are aod««t, 100 to JCO kilowatt» 

hours per ton of board, a« are mill labour requirements, $ to 20 msn-hours per 
ton.   A key consideration, however, is the availability and eoot of re«in, normally 

urea, or phenol formaldehyde,   this bonding material, which represent« about 

5 to 3 per cent of the weight of the finished board, amy account for 15 to 

55 per cent of production cost«, depending on the process used and the cost of 

resin,   thus, resin cost« amy frequently exceed wood costs.   Obviously, If resi.» 
has to be imported, this sharply diminish«« the import-saving valus of the project. 

y     3M "Plywood «id Other wood-based Panels", PmO, I966. 

A.. 
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XX.    TRENDS AHD DEVELOPMHTIS IN THE RECENT PAST 

kk.    In 1961/*  about ont half of all roundwood produced in the world vas still 

consumed directly at fuelwood and a further one tenth tai consumed in its round 

fora a« pitprops, polea, piling and poo te.   The remaining roundwood vat processed 
further:    two thirds was used by the sawallling industry, one quarter by the 

pulp ani paper industry and about one tenth by the wood-based panel industries 
(plywood, fibreboard end partiels board).^ 

2ab*JL¿ 

° Million Chang» 1951-61 

"T" iosfr*a 

865.6 

fio« - ioo| 

FttelMOOd                ••• 101 
toundwoodfi/        ... a? 129.2 116.2 90 
Sewnwood               ... K 266.1 3*1.0 128 
Plywood                ... •r 6.8 16.8 2*t 
fibreboerd            ... u.t. 2.2 M 210 
Particle board     ... ••t. 0.0* 2.5 
fftfer and paperboard a.%. *M TÎ.3 IT* 

*5.   However, as table 5 above shows, the end-use patter« has 

substantially in recent years, due to the varying «agree of competition froa 

•»rest product «ai a general shift in demand in developed 

the aere highly processed products.    Thus, since 1951 the 
quantitatively aoet laportant end-use of wood as fuel   has shown a aarfced absolute 

decline in east high imam countries, as fuel wood is being displaced by other 

falla which are simpler, cleaner, and cheaper to use, and even in the developing 

average far 1960-62.   Unless stated otherwise, data relating to 1951 
eat 196I «re three year avérâtes throughout this paper. 

y    fat palp ani boari industries aleo wee very large quantities of wood residues 
froa tat sawailling and other indue tries.   In 1960-62 the residues used In 
tale way ware equivalent to about 8 per cent of the sew and veneer log intake, 
and aade up atout IT per cent of the total wood raw eaterlal intake of the 
palp industry, »per cent la fiberboert manufacture end kk per cent in 
avaUTvJvCSew9   aNSemw»*4»   ala^CPwtteew&Qtte 

y     Excluding pltprope: in I96I, an estimated 50.6 million w? of pitprops were 
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countries use has seldom been proving faster than population. Similarly, 

unprocessed roundvood use as poles, posts, piling and pitprops, fell in developed 

countries, due to replacement by more durable wood and ncn-wocd materials. Growth 

in consumption did occur between 1951 and 196l in developing countries, but in 

aggregate world consumption apparently declined. 

fc6. World consumption of sawnwood grew from 266.1 Billion m in 1951 to 

5M.0 million in 1961, an average annual rate of growth of 2.5 per cent. Since 
3 

I96I growth in consumption has been a little slower, reaching 373.0 Billion s in 

1965. In most developed countries, the main users of this product, consumption 

grew slowly because of »ore efficient use and competition fro« other materials, 

particularly in the construction industry. In developing countries, the pressures 

to replace oawmKwd aie not so great as in developed countries, but consumption 

growth ñas still been slow, due in many cases to a failure to develop local 

producing and »arteting capacities. Wich of the growth In sawnwood use baft»«« 

1951 and 1961 to©* placa in the centrally planned economies, notably the USSR 

where there was restricted availability cf alternative materials (fable 6). 

kf.    Some of the products competing aost successfully with sawnwood in developed 

countries have been the wood-based panels - plywooà, fibreboard and particle board. 

Ther* was a widespread decline in panel prices at a tine when sawnwood prices 

either rose or stayed unchanged. Moreover, wood-based panels can be placed in 

use with lower labour coats than sawnwood and can easily be adapted by mechanizec» 

processes. In addition to substituting for sawnwood, panels have found several 

new application«. As a result of these factors, consumption of wood-based panel 

material«, both as a group and separately, has been growing faster than consumption 

of any other wood product group. In aggregate, world consunption rose from 

123 aillion a5 in 1951 to 30.2 million in I96I, an average annual growth of 

9.3 per cent. During the first half of the «sixties, consumption grew even falter, 

at an average rate of 10.5 per cent a year, to reach U5.2 aillion a in 1965* 

Fifty-five per cent of the 196I volume vas consumed as plywood, 33 per cent as 

fibreboard, and 12 per cent as particle board. The appearance of particle boçrd, 

a new product, accounted for an important part of this rapid growth in panel use 

in the post-war period. But growth in use of the other products was also 

substantial. Between 1951 and I961 consumption of plywood increased by 
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Ikj  per cent and fibrebcard by 110 per cent. Since I96I, use of these two products 

has grown by a further h?.  per cent and }k  per cent, respectively. Eighty per cent 

of the growth in wood-based panel use took place in developed countries, which 

also accounted for the major part of total consumption (83 per cent). 

kQ.    In the last main end-use of forest products - paper and paperboard - the total 

world consumption rose from M*.3 million tons in 1951 to 77.3 million m. tons in 

I96I; an average annual growth of 5.7 per cent. Consumption has grown almost as 

fast in the four following years, reaching 95.8 million tons in 1965. In market 

economy countries this growth is closely related to the increases in per capj-ta 

incoas levels, »it income elasticities vary between different paper products, 

and over the range of income. At low levels of income, the demand elasticity 

for printing and writing papers is higher than for industrial paper, but the 

position is reversed as ineuwe grows. Aa most of the growth (86 per cent) of 

paper and paperboard consumption was in developed countries, use of the industrial 

grades of papar and paperboard grew appreciably faster than use of cultural papers, 

and accounted by I96I for 63 per cent of all paper and paperboard. 

^9. Production of fuelvood, which account for about half of all roundwood 

production, !• disparted throughout most regions of the world. Production of 

other forest product«, however, is mainly concentrated in the conifer-rich north 

temperate sona, which contains nearly all the high wood-use countries (Table 7). 

Proa 1951 to I96I this zone's share of total world production of industrial wood 

declined slightly fro* 88 to 86 per cent, and in the same period it maintained its 

89 per cant share of total production of sawnwood. Its share of wood-based panel 

production and paper and paperboard production fell only from 96 per cent to 

93 and 92 per cent, respectively. 

50. The continued concentration of the growth of the forest industries in the 

north temperate tone, in a period of rising wood costs and costs of labour, has 

been facilitated by two general developments. Wood-processing industries have 

increased the flexibility of their raw material retirements, thus improving 

their ability to draw more intensively upon the forests already in use. In 

particular, the pulp and board industries are rapidly bringing into use more 

small-flited and broadleaved wood and residues from logging and the mechanical 

wood-processing and manufacturing industries. Secondly, all branches of forest 
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industry have improved productivity, notably by increasing the size of the plant 

in order to realize the economies of large-scale production inherent In most 

processes. 

51. The pulp and panel industries are in general proving to be «ore flexible In 

their raw material requirements than the sawmilling industry, and to have more 

scope for technological advances and improvement In productivity. In conjunction 

with the deteriorating market position of sawnwood, this has resulted in a 

further öhifI within the group of wood products in favour of the reconstituted 

forms of wood products. 

52. The continued heavy concentration of consumption and production of forest 

products In the high income countries has been reflected in the pattern of trade 

in wood and wood products (Table 8). In 1959-61» the flows between high income 

countries (botti market and centrally planned) accounted for more them 80 per cent 

of total trade in forest products (70 per cent between developed market economies 

alone). The balance wt. principally composed of a flow from the developed market 

economy countries to the developing and a smaller (in terms of value) reverse 

flow. The developing countries as a group had a trade deficit which la 1959-61 

amounted to about $500 million annually. 

55. The trade between the developed countries is composed largely of sawn softwood, 

chemical wood pulp, newsprint and kraft paper and paper board. Most of this trade 

originated in Northern Europe and North America, with the USSR also exporting 

large quantities of relatively low-valued products such as roundwood and sawnwood. 

Supplies from developing regions, principally hardwood logs from western Africa 

and South East Asia, are now growing rapidly in volume. 

A.. 
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in. orni» FHOJICTICKS 10 1975 

5k,   Tania 9 below itti out the est Isa tes of the aggregate growth le wood and 

wood producta coosunptioo to 1975.   It la foraseli teat If population«, ineonia 
and prie«« develop as assun*d,2/ tha «orla 1B 1975 vili ravira annually about 

560 nllllon at' (r) aora wood raw natarlai than in I96I.   Moat of tela growth in 
tea aggregate u«a of wood will ata« fron Ita industrial application. 

•atlantad chana» la world coaa^aaptlon of wood producta, 1960-62 to 19T5 

19&-T5 
£201 Huai • 

ar*              10Ô6.0        1199.0 HO 
g?               1Ô6.0         IB5.0 96 

«*              3*é.î        affT.5 10 

producta*/                  a5                504           ÎM 2*8 

•.t.             77.5         lfil.9 »9 

a/    Ite figuma «iffar flu* thoee fier I960-0Ä la tha flrat tabla by an 
allowance for uareoordad ocnwuaetloa.   S» lattar la significant ta 
the MM of fualwood and rouadwood. 

W    laeludlag vaaaaf• 

15.   It la eetlantad that by 19Î5 tea world wlU reeuire about «fo aillloe a5 

of eewawood, aa laeraaaa of n aunrtar above I96I coasuaptioo.   A large ahara of 

additional fatata tapircaait • probably la casant of oaa taire of tha eg*regata 

world «routa by 1975 • t* Uà**jr te orlglaete la tha developing covatrice» 
inalarli al ag tha laportaace of tha potential far growth f aai tha challenge, facia« 
the anual il lag iaduatriae la theee oouatrlaa.   la developed eouatrlaa • continuad 

%l    It la ••auaad that tha «arid population will già« froa J.0 ta 3*9 thnueand 
alllloaj tant tha average Marnai rata of growth la tea real «alan of product 
per analta will be 2.5 la developing countries, I.9 la aorta Aaerlca, }.k la 
Oaaiara ftirope and 6^) In Japan (forward eatlaataa of wood renulreaaat« ir 
centrally planned countrlea aia largely baaed directly on their |4aa dat 
and that tea relatlonehlp between prices of wood producta and tha prices 
of their nearest substitutes will not change. 
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shift away fit» sawnwood will mean little, if any, growth in per capita use.    In 

th« centrally planned countries this shift is likely to accelerate, as alternative 

lower cost materials become increasingly available (Table 6). 

56.   To date there has been little evidence, even in the high-income, high-use 

countries, of any 3lowing down in the rapid rate of increase in consumption of 

wood-based panels.    It Is to be expected, however, that the relative importance 

of substitution on the growth in consumption must decline in the future as the 

fall in th« privm of panels is arrested, and the physical scope for further 

replacement of sawnwood becomes more restricted.    Consequently, the forward 

estimates eseuae an appréciable slowing down In the rate of growth in consumption 

by 1975.   nevertheless, growth will still be very rapid - by 1975 annual 

consumption la expected to be about 60 per cant above the I96I level In lorth 

Amtrlca and up H»5 per east in Western lurope.   In the centrally-planned 

economies it la planned actively to encourage th« trend towards replacing sawnwood 

with wood-baaed panels and even more rapid increases in their present low levels 

of eoMtmmtloB can be expected.   In th« developing countries, wood •based panels 

are likely to become an Important neterial where sawnwood is not available 

cheaply.   A rapid growth Is foreseen, but It is unlikely to be aa fast as the 

spectacular substitution-based expansion In the developed countries.    In 

Segregate, the expected 1975 mrlá requirements of wood-based panels are 

76 million sr, two and a naif tines as much as 196I consumption. 

5t.   It is estimated that Is 19T5 the world wUl require about 1Ô2 million metric 

teas of psper and paperboard • more than twice the consumption in 1961«   As growth 

•tarta from much higher initial levels of usa In the developed countries, these 

countries will account for the larger part of the absolute Increase.    The use of 

industrial paper and paperboard vili continue to grow faster than use of cultural 

papers tod will account for neerly two thirds of ell pipar and paperboard consumed 

la 1975.   la the centrally planned economies, growth la consumption of paper and 

paperboards has been restricted chiefly by limitad supplies, but large increases 

la production are planned la these countries, and consumption is expected to rise 

more rapidly la the future. 

58.   In the world as • «hole there will be little change la the enormous 

quantities of roundwood used aa such» for fuel and construction.   The rapid 

population growth foreseen la the developing countries is expected to offset the 
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concurrent reduction in the use of fuelwood in the developed countries and world 

consumption of this product in 1975 is likely to be somewhat above its I96I level 

of roughly 1,000 million v? per year.    For similar reasons, aggregate use of 

roundvood per poles and props is expected to remain at about the present level 

of 190 millón m . 
59. The more highly manufactured of the industrial wood products, such as paper 

and panels, thus account for the major pert of the expected growth in total wood 

requirements.   As these are among the more highly valued of the wood products, 

the aggregate value of the wood products used in the world will grow even faster 

than the volume.    The estimated 25 per cent Increase in the volume of wood used 

annually, between I96I ana 19T5f viU mean a growth of 60 per cant in the value 

(at constant prices) of the primary forest products consumed. 

IV.   THE FUTURE SUPPLY. PATTERH 

60. There Is no set of world-wide estimates of future production of wood 

comparable to the estimates of requirements presented earlier,    lut sufficient 

is known about the production possibilities of the principal consuming areas to 

be able to determine broadly what part of their additional requirements they 

are likely to be able to meet domestically.   Table 10 shows^/ the growth in 

requirements for each area of the world and the expected growth in output of 

the quantitatively more important of them. 

61. A rapidly widening supply deficit is foreseen for northwestern Atrope (EBC 

plus United Kingdom), net imports are expected to grow to 1*»5 million mr by 1915. 

Because its present principal supplier, Scandinavia, Is experiencing growing 

difficulties in procuring additional wood, there will be a rapid growth in annual 

net Importa from other parts of the world, along with a shift in the pattern of 

intra-Buropean trade towards more highly processed products.   For Europe as a 

whole net imports are expected to supply 21 per cent of wood requirements in 19T5 

compared with 8 per cent in 196I. 

10/   The table, and the trade volume figures in the text, are in terms of wood 
raw material equivalents. 
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Table 10 

Expected change in the industrial wood baiane», lj6Q«62 to 197^ 

(Million lutic metres of roundwood and wood row material equivalent) 

y bj Surplus (•} 
Consumption^ Production-' or Defielt (.) 

EUROPE 
northern Europe               33-3         39 85.2    (90.4)     99 (I08)        +57.1      +69 
HC                                     103.4       I60 54.1    (59.2)     & (10)        -44.2       -90 
British Isles                    i©.2         ¿O 3.0      (3.2)       5 (5)         -37.0       -55 
Central Europe                  I6.9         24 21.0    (22.5)     29 (32)        • 5.6       +8 
Southern Europe               11.7         21 9.5      (9.4)     17 (l8)        - 2.3       - 3 
Eastern Europe                53-9         T2 51.7   (53.6)     58 (64)        -0.3      -8 

Total                           259.4       376 224.3 (238.3)   272 (297)        -21.1       -79 

USSR                                243.2      305 256.8 (259.0}£/ •15.8 

SORTE AMEBICA                                   I          J à/ 
Canada                               32.5£v     41Ä 89.Ô              ^ *56.5 
United Stato»                288.Ä   376?/ 250.3                 326 -37.7      -50 

Total                         520.5^    420=' 339.3                    .. •IB.« 

LAÎ» A^aaCA                      59.9         76 38.5                    .. * 1«* 

AFRICA                                      25.O          36 25.6                      .. • 0.6 
of which î Southern Africa   5.9          5 M                   12 - 1.2      • 7 

«EAR EAST                                 9.5          14 6.4                     .. - 5.1         •• 

PAI EAST                               104.5       180 93.7                     •• * 6^ 
of whieiu Japan                  63.O       112 48.4   (52.6)     72 (82)        -10.4      -30 

PACIFIC                                  18.1         26 15.4    (16.1)     21 (22)        - 2.0      - 4 

MAIHUMD CHINA                      34.0          62 34.0 

WORLD TOÏAI*                      1,054.1   1,495   l*034^Kl»055.1)    .. •• • 1-0 

a/     Consumption of processed wood products and other industrial roundwood expressed 
la equivalent volume» of wood raw material. 

h/    Removals of industrial wood with total domestic industrial supply (roundwood 
removals plus atájala  wood residues) shown la parenthèse». 

c/     The annual allowable cut In I963 was reported to be almost 605 million nr. 
It Is estimated that total removals (including fualwood remo* ile) in 1970 
vili be about 590 million nT. 

d/     Allowable annual cut fro« preaently economically accessible areas, assuming 
alxed pulpwood and sawtimber rotations, is 210 »illion «3 of industrial wood. 
If prices were to rise by 10 par cent an additional allowable annual cut of 
26 million E3 could be taken from presently marginal forest lands.   If 
presently economically accessible areas were managed on shorter pulpwood 
rotations, the annual allowable cut could probably be raised to about 
515 Billion E?. 

e/     Excludes roundwood equivalent of wood residues consumed. /    ^ 
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62. QM tightening m material situation In Scandinavia is causing producen to 

muent« forward tad to UM «on of their pulpeble neourcet in production of 

aleñar valut papar and paperboarda ntbar than chemical pulp and sawn softvood. 

The additional supply of chemical pulp required In Europa if expected to COM 

fresi storti» Àaerics, which la alao likely to lneraaaa Ita than of tha European 
•artet for such mss gradas of papar and paparboard aa navsprlnt and knftlinar. 

Difficulties in the USSR In building up tha pulp and papar industry an llkaly 

to aaan that only limited supplia» of pulp and papar will ta avallatola In that 

country for export to tna luropaan Mrket In tna period up to 1975. 
63. With tha slackening of growth In sawn softwood output fro« Scandinavia, 

It la expected that tha other principal aupplien, the USSR and Canada, vili 
expand their supplies of this commodity to Europe, perhaps at higher price«. 
Urge quantities of additional quality and large-si xe hardwoods will also be 

needed to Mat the rapidly rising deamnd for plywood and veneer; tha only source 
of adequate quantities of logs of appropriate siM and proparties la the tropics. 

6*.   Jspan is also npidly Merging as a Mjor vood dafieit arati fro» 1956 to 
I96I ita Mt import volune grew by about ? million t? to sore than 10 million wr, 

and Is expected to continue to increese at a faat nte.   A continuad growth in 

coniferous wood supplies fron northeastern USSR and tha vest cosst of forth Aaerics 

la fonseen, hut probably with a nounting shan in semi-processed fon nther 

than as roundwood.   A continuad ris« in imports of broadleavad woods for plywood, 

raneer and savnwood la also fonseen, and these again vili have to COM fron tha 

tropics. 
65«   the third Mjor flow of wood and wood products is fron Canada to the United 

States,   im an considerable nserves of conlferoua sevlogs in the northwest 

of the United States and a contldenble regrowth in the southeast, but a growing 

than of tha country's sewn softvood requirements is expected to be imported from 

Canada, which has s cost advantage.   Moreover, it is likely that with the further 

ntlonalitation of the north AMrlean pulp and paper Industry than vili be a 

growing flow of wood pulp from Canada, linking Canadian pulp producing capacity 

with United States paper producing and marketing facilities.   As in Europe and 

Japan, ieteretsed imports of hardwood plywood and veneer from the tropica an 

expected, but unlike the other two areas, these imports an, and vili continue 

to be, of processed products nther than as loga. 
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66. The requirements of the rest of the world for additional imports of wood 

and wood products are likely to be comparatively sasll. Some of the most advanced 

of the other countries, auch aa ftev Zealand and South Africa, are rapidly 

improving their degree of self-sufficiency, aa che large-scale isan-aade forests 

they nava established COM into use. In most developing countries forest producta 

imports ara made up mainly of pulp and papar, and the foreseen rapid riae in 

papar and paperboard requirements la likely to create growing opportunities for 

tea establishment of domestic production capacity in these commoditiee. By 1975, 

•any countries may be proportionately mora self-sufficient than at present though 

the absolute level of aggregata imports lato less developed areas la expected 

to rise. Soaw of these importa ara likely to come from countries auch aa Olila, 

for example, which ara developing aa export potential based oa man-made forests. 

In quantitative terms, the forward estimates of requirements discussed above 

point to aa increased annual trad« flow la 1975 of 25 to 55 aiUion a? (r) of 

coniferous aawlogs (or the sawn equivalent) mora than in I96I, and 55 to 50 million 

w? (r) of pulpwood (or toa pulp of paper equivalent). The examination of the 

potential of the prospective suppliers indicates that this growth is quite 

consistent with the supply possibilities of tea principal exporting ragiona. 

67. It ia much less certain, however, whether future demand for tropical broad- 

leaved woods can be mat without an acceptable riae In coata, or a destructive 

depletion of tropical forest resources. Ine trade in these woods expanded at a 

remarkable rate to 17 million a? (r) in I9&,» and the import demand in 1975 

la expected to be in aggregate some 15 to 20 million w? (r) above the I96I level. 

Much will depend upon the tropical producers' ability to introduce a wider range 

of species to the market than the few currently accepted; to improve the 

efficiency of harvesting and transport; and to export more of the output in 

processed rather than log form so as to improve the utilisation of secondary 

species. This, in turn, will depend on some reorganization of the trade which 

is g^atly dependent on the capital and expertise of consuming interests in the 

importing countries anxious to obtain raw material supplies. This pattern has 

been reinforced by tariff structures in most importing countries which discriminated 

against importa of plywood and veneer, and often against eawnwood. 

11/ Including the wood raw material equivalente of trade in tropical hardwood, 
sawnwood, plywood and veneer. 
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68. Looking beyond 1975, there can be no doubt that most of the additional 

volumes of industrial wood that will be needed will continue to come from 

intensified management in the temperate forests - the existing concentration of 

markets, and of management and processing resources, in the temperate regions 
alone will ensure this.   More intensive forest management, however, is likely to 

raise the coat of wood.   Much of the increased output of Europe and Japan can 

•ven now only be obtained by such mans.   To meet demand Wyufid 1975* a prompt 
acceleration of forest programmas will also be needed in the United States and 

in due course In the other great natural coniferous resources in Canada and the 
north and east of the USSR.   As markets grow around the world, the pressures to 

develop the wood resources of other regions will mount.   These resources include 

not only the natural foresta of the tropics and tub-tropics but areas endowed 

with highly favourable conditions for the establishment of man-made forests 

capable of producing wood at delivered costs substantially lower than from 

comparable investment efforts in the north temperate countries. 

69. In the »ore distant future, growing attention is likely to be paid to 

the problems and prospects associated with the bringing into use of such areas, 

where often the wood resources will have to be developed fron the beginning. 

Large inflows of capital and technical assistance will be called for, as well as 

the need for research into the particular conditions of these producing areas 

and the development of appropriate technologies.   The shift in supply pattern 

that will emerge is likely to require adjustments in tariff structures and other 

trade barriera, in order to facilitate the development of the new trade flows. 

TO.   These changea are particularly significant aa the countriee concerned are 

developing countries, in which the wood resource   and the industrlea which draw 

upon this resource offer one of the more promising avenues for early expansion in 

exports of processed products as well as of the raw material. 

V.   ESTIMATED 2MVESTMÜT REQUIREMEKTS III FORESTRY AID FOREST IHDUSTRIES 1961-75 

71.   The limitations of data in making an estimate of this nature must be fully 

recognized and the estimates should be taken as no more than an indication of 

the order of magnitude Involved.   They rest upon a aeries of assumptions which 

are elaborated upon in the following paragraphs. 
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72. As a first step in determining the size of regional  capital requirement:,, 

the likely distribution of production of wood and wood products between refions 

by 1975 was estimated on the basis of the projection of consumption and the 

tentative trade balances set out in "Wood: V/orld Trends and Prospects".    Estimates 

were then made of investments needed in the new processing capacity and in 

additional primary wood production (logging and forest management). (Tables 11 

and 12.) 

73. In evaluating the estimated investments in processing ramMty and lappine 

it should be borne in mind that no allowance is made for the costs of replacing 

depreciated, existing capacity in the estimates presented in Tables 11 and 12 

(though they are considered, where possible, in the text). It was assumed that 

replacement costs are taken into account through amortization charges appearing 

as animal costs. Similarly, Interest charges on capital invested in land, 

growing stock, processing plants, etc., are also excluded. 

Investments in industrial processing 

Jk,   fable 11 presents the estimated cumulative investments needed through 1975 

to expand productive capacity of the world's forest industries to make possible 

the estimated concurrent Increase in régional production of sawnwood, wood-based 

panels end pulp and paper.   The estimates refer to direct plant costs such as 

costs of construction and equipment and include an allowance for working capital. 

Ho provision, however, is included for costs of housing, power generation and 

infra st rue turai development. 

75.   It is foreseen that a total of close to $US*íO,QOO »illion worth of additional 
12/ 

productive capacity would have to be installed between I96I and 1975.—/    The 

highly capital intensive pulp and paper industry can be expected to account for 

as much as 86 per cent of total investments, followed by the wood-based panel 

industries (8 per cent) and sawallling (6 per cent). 

12/   Replacement of depreciated existing capacity over the period would add 
another $ÜS15-16,000 million to the total.   This seems rather modest 
compared with the investments in new capacity but is explained partly by 
the considerably lower investment costs to be expected in replacing 
existing plants and partly by the large absolute increase in pulp and 
paper capacity which is expected approximately to double over the period. 
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76. Most of the n«w   capacity will continue to be installe J in the Jevelme •-< 

countries u though important propress is expected to tske place  in the 

development of iorect industries In the rest of the world. 

77. Thus, in the pulp and paper industry the developing countries'  share 01 

the additional productive capacity to be installed over the period is expecteu 

to be approximately twice the size of their present share of total production, 

but it will still amount to only l6 per cent of the total.    Because of the hi h 

investment costs per unit of output, brought about by the snail avernfc mill 

sizes and by the high costs of machinery and equipment, most of which must be 

imported, these countries will require 25 per cent of total investments in this 

industry to achieve this increased production. (See Annex Table 11.) 

78. In the field of sawnvood and board products proportionately more of the 

additional productive capacity is expected to be located in the developing 

countries (1*1 and l6 par cent of additional capacity, respectively, is 19T5, 

as compared with 11 and 6 per cent of total production in I96I).   There, agpin, 

somewhat higher investment coats par unit of output means that the developing 

countries will absorb higher shares of total investment in those Industries 

(52 per cent). 

Investments in primary wood production 

79«    The estimates of capital input in logging refer to the cumulative investments 

needed to expand harvesting capacity sufficiently to bring about the estimated 

increase in removals.   The capital ia intended to cover costs of enumeration 

surveys, losging equipment,-*' forest camps and secondary logging mmán. 

1¿/   Equipment for felling, extraction, yarding and loading. 
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80.   With respect to fVHf^ llfTltflìlITrti th* «•tlaates which follov cover only 
the increased capital Input which c*a be expected between I96I and 1975 over 

and above the current level of investments in forest« already under regular 

management.   It should be borne In alni that bacante of the continuous and 
long-tern character of the forestry production process, auch of tnls investment 

«HI matérialité la the for* of additional wood production only after 1975« 
9ut equally auch of the additional output of wood during tile period 1961-75 

would accrue as a result of earlier investments.    In other words, la contrast 

to the other stages of production considered earlier, the capital Input la forest 

management cannot be directly related to Mìe concurrent lacrease la tee output 
of wood« 

01.   Äe estimates Include the coats of the following sllvlcultural Measures t 

Improvement of the basic productive capacity of Mie forest land (by drainage, 

fertilitation, etc.), conversion of presently défraie« forest (including coppice) 
to productive biga forest «id Initial planting oa non-forest lands,   the costs of 

extending the arem presently under sllvlcultural treatment,**/ as wall as tea 
costs of Intensifying tais treatment are also included. 

82.   It should be appreciated that the preceding estlamtes of investments la 

prtaary wood production are by no neane complete.   Ho world-wide estlamtes have 

been nade of expenditure for fir*, insect and disease prevention, protection aad 

control measures,**/ nor bate capital requirements for road development oilier 
than secondary logging roads or long-distance log transport been allowed for. 

85.   for the «arid m a whole aa additional $108,300 million would have to ha 

Invested la primary woof production (as defined here) ovar tas period from I96I 

to 1975.   About $5,300 aillion of tela can he expected to go iato logging and 

$«,900 million lato management,    fas regional breakdown of these estimates 
reflects strongly Mia dlffereatlml use of the world's forest 

j£/   Including such measures as enrichment planting, weeding, release cutting, 
girdling, noncommercial thinnings and pruning. 

¿2/   B» united States expenditure for MM amia item of this, forest fire 
protection, amounted la I96I to approximately $tSl*0 aillion.   However, 
at least part of this expenditure is not a capital investment hut a 
current expenditure. 

/.. 
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81».   The developed countries of Europe, the USSR, north America, Japan and the 

Pacific, Ouch presently produce about 85 per cent of the world's industrial 

roundwood, are expected to maintain a large share of the additional rénovais 

(TO per cent) and they therefore account for the major part (68 per cent) of 
estimated additional investments in logging. 

85. Because of the relatively short lifetime of Boat logging equipment, and the 

large absolute sise of present harvesting capacity,*»  investment in replacements 
over the period will necessarily be substantially larger than in additional 

capacities.   Por the world as a whole, JgUl capital requirements In logging over 

the period amy poaaibly be 8 to 9 time« higher Uta the estimate of additional 
capital input presented in table 12. 

86. The estimates of additional investments In management, which are baaed on 

forestry development plans, national forest service accounts, and other information 
contained la country reports, reflect planned level« of increased management 

activities for moot eountriea of the world.   These inveotmenta can also be expected 

to be allocated largely to the formst« la the developed countries - the existing 

concentration of management and processing resources la the developed region will 

ensure this.   Europe, with It« already relatively intensively managed forcata and 
It« mounting shortage of domestic wood raw material, accounts for the major part 

of the additional investments - both la total and expressed per additional cubic 

«•tra of annual removal« (see annex table 11).   The other major wood-deficit 

«re« of the »rid, Japan, also ranks high la «iineultwral outlay per additional 
cubic «atre,   tram la the wood-surplus regions of aorta America and the USSR, 

considerable invest manti are foreseen,   notably in south-eastern United States 

«ad eouth-wstern USfl*, although the«« investments see. low when expressed per 

additional cable metre of annual removals.   la the developing countries a continued 

rapid extension of the area of min mufle forest« i« expected, and the cost of thi» 

activity will make up the amia part of the capital outlay,   fcowever, silviculture! 
treat -at of the natural formst« 1« expected to gala la importance. 

16/   Estimated additional world remórala of industrial wood by 1975 only amount 
to about à© par cent of 196t removals. 

/... 

i 
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37. Again, total capital requirements in forest management over the period 

(includine th.. current level of investments in forests already under regular 

management) will be considerably higher. On a world scale the total amounts 

required could possibly be in the order of two to three times the estimates of 

additional capital requirements presented here, of "which Europe can be expected to 

account for an even greater part than its share of additional investments. 

89. The estimates presented above indicate that additional capital Investments 

in the order of at least $USV7,CC0 million would be needed in order to provide 

for the estimated increase in world requirements for wood and wood products« 

The majority of this capital, $39,000 million, would have to go into the , 

establishment oí new forest industries, $3,000 million would be needed for the 

harvesting of the wood raw material for these industries, and the residue of 

$4,900 million in additional investments in forest management. 

89. Finally, it is necessary to recall that estimates of this nature, which rely 

on basic data which are often incomplete or inaccurate, must necessarily rest upon 

a number of assumptions, some of which may be challenged on any of a number of 

points. But it is believed that the estimates given approximate the broad orders 

of magnitude involved, 

VI. SOME ISSUES AND SOIE HfcUDS WICH EfflBQE 

90. The location of forests in relation to population concentrations, the 

transport volumes and distances involved in both raw material procurement and 

product distribution, and the technical requirements of forest industries, aH 

combine to make the development oí thiu industrial sector - perhaps more than 

that of any other - heavily dependent on progress in creating certain basic 

infrastructural facilities! power, water, road and rail cosBunications, ana port 

facilities. At first sight, this fact might sees a discouraging one for 

developments in this sector. There can be no doubt that in the past it has had an 

inhibiting effect. Governments and private entrepreneurs, attracted by the idea 

of valorizing a particular foreet resource by establishing a major forest industry 

unit, have often renounced the undertaking once it was realised that it would be 

/.., 
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necessary to create those forms of social overh ad capital which already    xiat. 

In the Industrially advanced countries.    The coct of providing thesr  faciliti- z, 

vhei. shouldered entirely by an individual project, would add perhe.ps 50 p. r     r.t 

to the cost of investment. 

91. Today the situation has radically changed,    ilot only has thr concept oí 

industrialization as a conscious and organized process won full acceptance in th 

developing countries, it is understood that successful industrial development car, 

take place only If Governments deliberately set about creatine the necessary 

Infrastructure«   The important thing fro« the platinine standpoint is that 

lnfrastruetural investment plans should take full account of th   forest industry 

development possibilities they can provide,    this applies nhen stappine out n w 

roads and railways, siting pover stations and power lines, or develop!*." new or 

improved port and harbour facilities«   Mot only can Judicious planning help to 

bring new forest industries Into existence, the industries they generate vili 

often represent the first major financial return on the inf ras true turai investment 

undertaken.    In SOM eases, they say provide the decisive electent In determining 

whether to undertake a particular infrastructural investment or not. 

fìmìm ftr ftffIII? irttt 
92, ;*»ilc there are certain forest Industries that must clearly have a national 

range in order to prosper, there are other branches which can successfully op rate 

on a smaller scale,   fron the standpoint of economic development (including 

industrialisation), there is auch to be said for studying the forestry and forest 

industry development possibilities of a country not slsqply in terns of th   country 

a« a whole, but also in terns of defined forent-économie areas within It,    IV :•• 

areas should be defined not simply on the basis of existing or potential forest 

resources, but also by taking Into account population concentrations, other 

physical endownswnts, current and future claisn on the land, and so forth.   Thin 

approach can be helpful in assuring a clear orientât km of the aims of forest 

policy in each area,   thus, certain areas will be clearly parked to become 

principal wood reservoirs for major forest Industries serving the whole 

country.   In others, an ordered transfer of forest land to agricultural use, while 

retaining sufficient land under forest to supply industries serving local n'.-r-ds 
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and to assure maintenance of non-crop utilities, can be permitted.    Finally, there 

will be areas where the main emphasis will have to be placed on protective 

forestry, with forest industries playing a subordinate and perhaps negligible role. 

95.   Some developing countries, oppressed by the prospect of a steeply rising 

import biU for forest products, have already resolutely undertaken programes of 

forestry and forest industry development, and a careful examination of these 

programmes suggests that in one or two cases national self-sufficiency in forest 

products is the implicit, though seldom explicit, ultimate goal.   The programes 

already established do not overlook the fact that, in some Instances, certain 

commodities produced from the indigenous forest resource vili find difficult;* in 

competing on even terms with the proCusts of the industrially advanced countries* 
Justification is found in the pressing need to save foreign exchange, in the fact 

that industrialisation in any sector is unlikely to succeed without * measure of 

protection, and perhaps even in the fact that a vigorous forestry programme is 

required in any ease to assure the flow of non-crop utilities of the forest. 

Sound as theas arguments amy he, it would he a serious mistake to suppose that 

they can he held to Justify the goal of self-sufficiency in forest products in an 
instances. 

9*.   Moves toward economie integration among the lesa industrialised countries 
can favour the development of certain industries by extending the market and 

thus overcoming the obstacle presented by small national markets in branches of 

the industry where scale economies are pronounced (such as newsprint and chemical 
pulp),   fais in itself is a very strong argument in favour of the confrontation, 

and if necessary, adjustment, of national plans for forest industry development on 

the part of countries participating in economie integration schemes.    Indeed, 
without such confrontation and adjustment, there is danger that mututlly 

inconsistent plans may he pursuad and the avowed alms of economie tat »gration 
frustrated. 
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95»    But small national markets and economies of scale are not the only reasons 

for giving special attention to the forest industries within areas of economic 

integration.   In the less developed countries, where economic intention 

schemes are already moving forward or are at present being discussed, there is often 

a wide disparity in the natural forest endowment and in the suitability for crowing 
different types of timber.   Moreover, there is often a large measure of 

complementarism in the nature of the forest resource held by different countries 

within the area, for instance as regards short-fibred   and long-fibred   material 
for paper making.    It is only common sense that these disparities, and this 

complementari» «nere it exists, should be taken Into account in any mutual 

agreement on these national development plans which will make for optimum regional 

economic development,   fbe advantages Ue partly in the programmed international 

division of labour, partly in securing the optimum utilisation of the region's 

forest resources.   In many cases, the adoption of national self-sufflè lene y in 
forest products as the goal to be achieved will mean deliberately forgoing these 

96.   Whatever the role that may be accorded to public and private enterprise, 

respectively, in developing forest industries, there is, and must always be, an 

indissoluble link between the devele punt of this sector and the forest resource 

on which it it to be bated,   fait argues the need for a specially close and 
intimate relationship between these authorities responsible for the forests (usually 

the forest service, a departa*** of the Ministry of Agriculture) and those 
responsible far planning sad encouraging Industrial development. 

9Î.   It Is a regrettable fact in most developing countries (and for that matter in 

several aere advanced countries) teat as yet no effective link exists,   that this 

has led in many oases to reckless and wasteful use of the forest resource is widely 

recognised} its legacy is felt in the significant proportion of total forestry 

effort which has new to be devoted to what are essentially rehabilitation measures. 

wait is patatas leas widely understood is that this lack of effective collaboration 

hat been largely responsible for the failure to recognise, plan and bring to 

A.. 
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realization very many sound and feasible forest industry projects. There is the 

further and real danger of industrial enterprises being established without 

adequate steps being taken to safeguard and secure their future supplies of raw 

material* 

98. It is idle to imagine that this situation can be remedied merely by 

establishing formal links. If foresters, forest utilisation officers, industrial 

economists and development planners are to reach a mutual understanding of 

each other* • problems and to explore creatively the development opportunities that 

lie In the forests, working contacts must be multiplied at all levels. These are 

the considerations which have led some countries, in which forest industries 

already play or are clearly destined to play a leading role, to concentrate 

responsibility for forestry and forest Industries In the same Department or 

Ministry. This solution is not likely to be universally valid; but the problem 

of achieving an organic and creative working relation between the two sectors has 

to be solved if a vigorous programme of industrial development based on the forest 

is to be reali ted. 

The choice 

99« forests have a great potential as a source of human welfare, and 

industrialisation based on the forest can both contribute to and promote the 

general économie development process* If the forest Is to fulfil Its role, 

however, Hiere must be exact knowledge of the resource, the forest must ha brought 

under proper management, working plans must be devised, and extraction schémas 

worked out. Only thus can the resource base of Industry be made secure. But 

these taska require strong and effective forçât administrations, and today forest 

services lu many developing countries are still extremely weak. 

ICO. It is an illusion to suppose that there existe a cholee between mobilising 

the foresta now, and leaving them Intact until forçat services have been built up 

to the point where it Is safe to open the forest gate« The technical and sconcale 

conditions for establishing new forest Industries In the developing countries are 

maturing fast. In the course of the coming years many new areas of forest are 

inevitably going to be brought Into use. The choice is between mobilisation In 

A.. 
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the public interest bated on sound planning and with adequate safeguards and with 

the Forest Services taking an active part and being built up in the process, and 

mobilization taking place in an uncontrolled and haphazard way, while weak Forest 

Services stand by helpless.    This is the real choice. 

101. It is in making this choice that the responsibility of government is engaged. 

For this is not a question which concerns a Forest Department alone; it concerns 

Ministers of Agriculture, Economy, Industry and Trade; it concerns Planning 

Departments and Development Ageneies; it concerns Finance Ministries and Budget 

Bureaux.   Only concerted action on the part of all departments can ensure that 

forest industries play their part in the attack on economic under-develcfment, and 

that the immense contribution which forests, rightly used, can make to the 

development process is fully realised« 

VII.    MISCELLANEOUS AND SECONDARY F0R8ST INDUSTRIES 

102. There are many industries other than sawmilllng, pulp and paper and wood 

panels which are bated on raw materials of forest origin.   Though some are little 

mere than extensions of the sawmilling and veneer industries, they may be separately 

established, particularly where the existence of a suitable resource or the needs of 

a consumption o entre make this advisable.   In some instances the raw materials may 

even be imported. 

103. Some of these forest industries have a direct impact on agricultural 

development*   One example is the production of packaging materials,    wooden crates 

and boxes are widely used.   Investment requirements for box-board production are 

generally low, compared with the production of plywood boxes, or corrugated 

paperboard and multi-wall sacks«   Wirebound veneer containers are extensively used 

for export fruit parkaging; since relatively «mall diameter logs can nowadays be 

economically used for veneer and plywood production, the industrial production 

of such containers is attractive«   For tern packaging, plywood chests have been 

traditionally used.   Formerly, all of the plywood had to be imported, but India 

and Ceylon now have siasele plywood mills and produce substantial quantities of 

tea-chest plywood« 

ICA. The use of corrugated board boxes for fruit packaging continues to increase 

(in the United States their share rose from 5 per cent in 1950 to 50 per cent 
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in i960).    Such boxes are also suitable for the packaging of tropical crops, but 

sulphate pulp and liner board, from which they are made, are normally manufactured 
in large industrial unit«. 

105. In most developing countries, wood is an inexpensive, locally available raw 

material for the construction of rural housing, for storage faculties and for 

many other uses related to agricultural production.   Development, in wood 

preservation have made it possible to use many wood species which hitherto have 

been considered non-durable.    Investments required for sawmills, preservation and 

wood manufacturing faculties are low, and they can easily be established in tee 

rural areas themselves.   On the other hand, larger Industrial mit« of tei« kind 

may also be established.    Prefabrication of building and construction element« 

is frequently integrated with the sawmilllng or wood-based panels industry. 

106. Wood-based panels, in particular plywood, «re now produced in many developing 

countries or are available at reasonable eoet.   fcrterior type plywood withstands 

rigoroue *»posure to moisture, chemicals and manures,    It U .ucceeefully meed for 

a variety of purpose« sut» as broiler ana lam« *mm Sa the poultry industry, 

hog and calf house« and dairy structures, ami ala« m large «tcrage ttructures 
for grain, sUage, fertilizer and fruit, 

107. Wood turning, with handle« for agricultural Implement« mad sports goods, 

wodenware and spool« as principal producteur, m further example of tu« great 

variety of industrie« baaed on raw material« of forest origin.   Ihe smoufmcture 

of match blocks in the form of sewnwood or veneer U another.   Small plants (or 

«Bit« within larger plant«) are suitable for producing shingle., pencil «j**« 

and briarwood pipe bloc**, ©fte* f*, ^feftf ^^ t|f»Wirtat€ ^ »fAmai m 

available* 

W8. îbe chemical distinction of «ned yields « variety of products, the mm 

important of which are charcoal ma methyl or wood alcohol.   Charcoal alone amy 

be p;x>dtiee4 by simple pit methods resuiriag no capital.   Ä* other products «re, 
of course, lost in tai« case. 

1C9. A number of extractive« frost wood and berk provide the raw material for 

several small but important industries.   Som* specie« of p«n.  are suitable for 

the tapping of a resinous acuiate used for the manv-uctv ., by a distillotioa 

process, of turpentine and resin.   A considerable amount of labour and little 
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capital are required In the industry.    The trees may also be used for their timber. 

The production of tannins for the leather industries may be based on a great 

number of woody and herbaceous plants. 

HO« The final group of industries to be briefly summarized here are the secondary 

wood industries, vhich us« as their raw materials the products of sawmills, plywood 

at* veneer plants and board mills.   They may be closely associated with mills 

producing their raw materials or may, in contrast, be widely decentralized near 
consuming centres.   Among tac more important of the secondary wood-using industries 

«re furniture manufacture; Joinery plants producing such things as doors, window 

sashes, ana molding»t   boat-building; manufacturing of vehicle bodies, etc.   These 

industries tana at a groas to be labour intensive - calling for a wide range of 

skills - and to use relatively high-coat raw •ateríala.   Capital requirements are 

generally modest to low«   Planta can often be small and decentralised, but 

there are som« economies of scale for the aere mechanized.    Even in countries 

with little or no forest resources they can he operated on imported materials 
aaviac annrrcilable forelan exehanee on the value added«   Many wood-deficient 

flaf Tonimi countries are now iaBortinc Droducts of the secondary wood and moer 

1 mliirtri rt to a value In excess of their imports of ill other wood and paper 

/... 
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